Extruded Aluminum Shapes

Since 1953, North American-based ALMAG
has built a reputation as an industry
leader in extruding high-visual, tight
tolerance, complex, thin-walled, lightweight
and precision aluminum extrusions.

WWW.ALMAG.COM

Housings, Reflectors, Louver
Components
Ecolite Manufacturing
of Spokane, WA is
the leading developer
and manufacturer of
high-efficiency optical
components for the
architectural and commercial lighting
industries.

WWW.ECOLITE.COM

Contact Kevin Newquist

Aluminum Castings and Poles
Eran Industrial is a
global manufacturer
of state-of-the-art
LED lighting fixtures.
Eran Industrial specializes in
designing, engineering, manufacturing and distributing
wired or non-wired cast aluminum
fixtures to the OEM.

WWW.ERANINDUSTRIAL.COM

Serving the
Midwestern U.S.
Lighting OEM

Lampholders, Sensors, LED Drivers,
Reflectors

Etlin-Daniels is one of the largest
manufacturers and importers of electrical
and mechanical components supplying the
Canadian and US OEMs.

WWW.ETLIN.COM

630-983-0132 knewquist@comcast.net

www.newquistassociates.com

Wiring Harness and Assemblies

Flex-Tec is located in Byromville, GA,
strategically positioned to service the
US market. Flex-Tec incorporates ISO
compliance practices and is a recognized
CSA and UL approved manufacturer.

WWW.FLEX-TEC.COM

Forged-Pin Heat Sinks

Cooliance is a Warwick, Rhode Island
manufacturer of active and passive, forged
pin heat sinks. The forge process uses
high pressure to form material with grain
structure allowing for superior thermal
performance.

LED Integration

Permlight is one of the oldest and
most experienced LED integrators in
the US. By saying Permlight will help
you bring a product to market is an
understatement. Their expertise and
industry knowledge will help you avoid
pitfalls and delays. Permlight will work
with all LED manufacturers but mostly
Nichia.

WWW.PERMLIGHT.COM

Emergency Ballasts and Inverters

A proven source since 1968, Tucson,
AZ based IOTA has provided emergency
battery back up products to the lighting
industries OEMs. No matter your light

Extruded Plastic Diffusers

Rotuba is a New Jersey based manufacturer
of extruded plastic serving the lighting
industry. Since 1945, this privately owned
company has grown to become the largest
custom profile extruder in our industry.

WWW.ROTUBA.COM

source, IOTA has a solution for your
emergency needs.

WWW.LEDCOOLERS.COM

Contact Kevin Newquist

WWW.IOTAENGINEERING.COM

630-983-0132 knewquist@comcast.net

www.newquistassociates.com

